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Joining the Club

Abraham Fuks

ABSTRACT The clinical environment of the hospital ward and clinic is where 
medical students become physicians by engaging with patients under the tutelage of 
clinician teachers. These formative experiences guide the students’ regard and respect 
for patients, shape their nascent medical identities, and influence their confidence in 
their chosen profession. This essay is grounded in an exegesis of narratives proffered by 
senior medical students during a selective course on the language of medicine. These 
stories reveal the affinity of students for their patients and their sensitivity to inappro-
priate behaviors by physicians and other caregivers. By contrast, observing role models 
who enact respect for patients reinforces the natural regard of students towards patients 
as persons and engenders respect of students for their teachers. Students grapple with 
moral dilemmas that contribute to cognitive dissonance in their lived realities. They 
arrive at medical school with powerful and sometimes clear images of their calling as 
physicians yet encounter antithetical role models whose behaviors contradict their own 
evolving identities. In consequence, medical students may wonder whether entry to 
the club they are eager to join entails abandoning both their patients and their ideals.

Medical students gather lessons from what they observe and experi-
ence in the hospital and the clinic. The daily, generally undocumented 
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events constitute significant formative influences on the developing identities 
of these nascent physicians (Bloom 1963; Eron 1955). These experiences shape 
the students’ attitudes towards their patients, help form their own identities, and 
affect their confidence in their chosen profession (Gaufberg et al. 2010). And yet, 
these critical pedagogical forces rarely come to the attention of their teachers, 
who remain unaware of the powerful formative features of the clinical learning 
environment (Benbassat 2013; Burack et al. 1999). As a result, attending physi-
cian-teachers fail to acknowledge and engage with the learners’ significant con-
cerns or with the tensions and confusion that arise in the clinical setting, leaving 
students to cope in solitude (Rabow 2015).

The narratives that constitute the data of this paper elucidate important influ-
ences of the clinical learning environment and enhance our understanding of the 
experiences of medical students in the wards and clinics. First, students identify 
with the patients they encounter. They are very sensitive to the suffering they 
witness and to what they understand as inappropriate behaviors by physicians 
and other caregivers. Second, students may experience such affronts to patients 
vicariously and view these as flaws or failures of the learning environment. In-
deed, they may construe these as mistreatments of themselves, triggering added 
complaints of harassment. By contrast, observing role models who enact respect 
for patients reinforces the natural regard of students towards patients as persons 
and engenders students’ respect for their teachers. Third, students grapple with 
a series of dilemmas and conundrums that contribute to cognitive dissonance in 
their lived realities. Although they arrive at medical school with powerful and 
sometimes clear images of their calling as physicians, they may encounter role 
models whose behaviors contradict their own evolving sense of identity. These 
conflicts may undermine their burgeoning confidence in their own career choic-
es and cause them to wonder whether entry to the club they are eager to join may 
entail abandoning both their patients and their ideals.

The Student Stories

The narratives presented here are the testimonies and observations of fourth-
year medical students participating in a selective course entitled “The Language 
of Medicine.” Between 13 and 16 students either choose or are assigned to this 
course offering in the spring term of the final year of the undergraduate medical 
curriculum. The students have already completed their clerkships and sundry 
clinical electives and are a scant three months from graduation. The course is one 
of a set dedicated to the humanities and social sciences in medicine, and it accom-
panies a concurrent series of formal lectures on global health and social medicine. 
The course comprises seven sessions of three hours each, for a course total contact 
time of 21 hours. Publications and other source materials on the language and 
discourse of medicine are presented and discussed by the students in a graduate 
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seminar format, with the author serving as facilitator. The students share their 
own experiences and observations on how language, metaphor, and word choice 
influence the course and tenor of the clinical relationship.

During a recent academic year, 14 students participated in this course. A num-
ber of group discussions generated unprompted stories and descriptions of clin-
ical events in which these students were participants or firsthand observers. The 
stories were not recounted in response to a specific prompt or class assignment 
but emerged organically from the group work. Some of the scenarios were de-
scribed by the raconteurs as either “wonderful” or “horrible”—that is, affectively 
powerful and memorable. Over the course of several three-hour sessions, 23 such 
stories followed one upon the other, as students shared, many for the first time, 
episodes of their clinical training.

The material presented here emanated directly from the teaching sessions and 
was not the result of an intentional research project. A number of the students 
agreed voluntarily to record their narratives with the understanding that no iden-
tifiers are linked to the recordings. They also gave permission for the recordings 
and resultant transcripts to be used for teaching and presentations, including pub-
lication. The Institutional Review Board Office of the Faculty of Medicine con-
siders that this work qualifies for exemption from review for research involving 
human subjects. The transcripts of these unedited, first-person narratives form the 
basis for the analysis and reflections presented in this essay.

Role Models

The narratives provide both overall convictions and specific details of the im-
portance and power of roles models in the daily learning by medical students. 
The students observe that they learn “clinically from supervisors and learn by 
example” and express a desire for “more role models throughout this whole 
process” of clinical education. The students appreciate the value of the informal 
curriculum (Karnieli-Miller et al. 2010), though they do not use that term to de-
scribe their experiences. While students are aware of the importance of learning 
opportunities with and near patients, they hardly take them as given and routine. 
In fact, they recognize and admire particular moments of clinical engagement and 
are “thankful for witnessing” a physician feeding a patient—an act that left the 
residents and students “in complete awe.” The fact that such a simple interaction 
between an attending physician and a patient is so memorable and engenders 
“awe” may point to the rarity of impressive examples of intersubjectivity in the 
experiences of medical students. This particular story is one of several that depict 
experiences that were both powerful and exemplary.

In an instance of a woman with an active hemorrhagic fibroid, the “physician 
. . . went up to her, held her hand and looked her in the eye and said ‘We’re go-
ing to take care of you.’” The student then continues the story, “It was amazing 
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because . . . nothing had changed with her clinical situation . . . but just being 
able to look her in the face and tell her that things were going to be okay, it took 
30 seconds but made a very visible impact on this patient.” In a second narrative 
a woman going through a miscarriage “was very distraught, crying, saying, like, 
‘What could I have done differently, was it my fault?’ And it was very, very sad. 
And the resident . . . just sat with her, and said ‘You know, it’s nothing that you 
did, we’re going to get you taken care of, like, can we call your husband?’”

These are two observations of physicians being present, providing comfort, 
and demonstrating an understanding of a patient’s fears, vulnerability, and dis-
tress with impressive impact on the patient—as well as the student. None of the 
student narratives showcased a skillful technical intervention or act of special 
diagnostic acumen. All the examples of powerful role modeling, with a single 
exception, were stories of direct doctor-patient interactions at the bedside or 
in a clinic. The sole exception is a description of a physician who “refuse[s] to 
make that compromise” by shortening visits when clinics are overflowing with 
patients. The student notes that “patients are lucky to have him as a physician,” 
as he “stays late to finish clinic without rushing patients out.”

The stories reveal what the students believe these clinical acts to represent. 
While the students would concur that these apparently little acts, these petits 
gestes, are powerful, they seem to regard them as something other than clinical. 
Thus, the student notes that “nothing had changed with her clinical situation,” 
inadvertently denying that comfort and solace and mitigation of fear are desired 
clinical changes. I would offer that such a conclusion by an otherwise thoughtful 
student is itself an outcome of informal learning in the clinical setting. Students 
have incorporated the hoary science-art divide into their thinking and imbibed 
the notion that prescribing a drug is overtly medical while a verbal interaction 
with a patient is “just” talk, as in, “the resident . . . just sat with her.” This de-
preciative use of just has been described in a study of the discourse of third-year 
medical students who deny being empowered to perform medically useful acts 
and therefore “just talk to patients” (Romer 1994).

The stories about memorable role models underscore the triangular nature of 
clinical teaching (Boudreau, Cassell, and Fuks 2018). That is, three relationships 
are implicated and enriched: the engagement of physician and patient has thera-
peutic import and arguably benefits the caregiver; the student sees the physician 
teacher in a new light; and the demonstration by the teacher of respect for the 
patient may engender respect by the student towards the patient and the role 
model physician (Passi et al. 2013). Finally, positive role models validate and ex-
emplify the ideals and images of their future selves that draw students to a career 
in medicine in the first place. This reinforcement is a powerful antidote to the 
experiences described in the next section that lead to disillusionment and cyni-
cism in the later stages of clinical training (White et al. 2009).
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Antithetical Models

I use the term “antithetical models” to denote “negative” role models—that is, 
physicians or other caregivers whose behaviors exemplify what one ought not 
to do or are in some way offensive to students in training. The narratives depict 
three typologies: behaviors understood by the narrating students to constitute 
mistreatment of patients and families; those considered as harassment of students 
or acts of micro-aggression (Montenegro 2016); and, simply, examples of crude 
or inappropriate actions. Mistreatment as described in these stories is not an error 
in diagnosis or medication or technical intervention. Rather, it refers to objecti-
fication, dehumanization, and disrespectful attitudes and behaviors. For example, 
a patient was deemed ready to leave the hospital, but “the patient refused to leave 
and our senior resident was like, ‘Oh she’s crazy, just kick her out’ . . . she would 
have just been . . . kicked out. It’s just horrible.” Another story of a session to 
teach bedside ultrasound tells of

an elderly woman screaming as she was being held down by a nurse . . . I lean 
over the bed to quietly introduce myself, however the patient was screaming 
that she was having difficulty breathing lying down and kept saying “OUCH” 
when the probe would hit her skin. Despite this, the staff ignored the patient 
completely and continued to try showing me what we were seeing on the 
screen. I was unable to pay any attention to the teaching moment. I felt com-
pletely uncomfortable and horrified by how little emphasis was placed on how 
the patient felt.

Lastly, a tale of a husband who, upset at seeing his wife intubated and re-
strained in her bed in an intensive care unit, is escorted out of the room. “As 
he was being reluctantly shuffled towards the door, the staff turned to the group 
and asked condescendingly ‘Is he schizophrenic? . . . Who acts like that?’” Then, 
as the story continues, the patient “wasn’t addressed at all by the staff, we were 
told to ignore her and the staff made additional comments about how it was the 
patient’s fault because she was obese.” Finally, the student concludes, “It was a 
completely horrifying experience.”

A second group of stories points to students, rather than patients, as the objects 
of objectionable behaviors on the part of purported role models. A student on 
her first day on a general surgery service complains that the residents are pushing 
her to “Hurry up!” and then relates, “So, I’m obviously feeling very stressed out, 
they’re not helping me write any of the notes because they’re seniors, and that’s 
the culture in some services . . . but . . . I didn’t like . . . the fact that they were 
criticizing me before I even knew how the system worked.” Evidently, learning 
how the “system” works is itself a process of the informal curriculum, as inflected 
by the local culture of the hospital and specific service in question. The student 
understands the need to learn and conform but is nonetheless targeted for what 
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she sees as unfair critique from residents who are her role models and may also 
be providing evaluations of her performance. Students recounted episodes of 
personal affronts, some with racist overtones. For example, “In prior experiences 
in the OR and during procedures with this physician, my hands had trembled  
. . . a lot. This had led him to heckle me about my lack of experience.” Another 
describes an attending staff person who would imitate the accented English of an 
Indian student working as a member of the ward team. The narrator then com-
ments, “It’s just horrible and he gets away with it, he just gets away with it . . . 
everyone knows that he crosses the line and no one does anything.”

A third category within the genre of antithetical role models sadly hearkens 
back to an era of medicine (and other professional domains) dominated by an 
authoritarian male culture in which informal discourse was tainted by crude, 
locker-room talk (Babaria et al. 2012). For example, an attending staff member 
commenting on a resident, in the presence of a medical student who reported 
the event, that, “Oh, oh that resident! She was a really good resident, she didn’t 
go and get pregnant.” Or, more offensive to a student’s sense of propriety, is 
an offhand comment by a staff person in a gynecology clinic in the presence of 
a patient, that “This didn’t used to be the only situation where women would 
take off their underwear for me, but now it is.” The student’s story continues, 
“I didn’t know how to react. The patient and I both laughed and looked at each 
other awkwardly. I did not find it funny at all. It made me very uncomfortable.” 
The discomfort expressed by the student may result both from the laughter that 
panders to the staff physician and the moral distress at being a bystander and made 
complicit in crude and insulting behavior and so-called humor at the expense of 
a patient (Thomas and McCullough 2015).

Evolving Identities

At the very early stages of their identities as physicians, students retain their af-
finities to patients as persons and fellow humans (MacLeod 2011). That is, the 
students have yet to take on their future personas as health-care professionals, 
and they reach out as naturally (or perhaps, selected) compassionate individuals. 
They may see themselves in young patients dealing with serious illnesses and 
perhaps imagine older persons as surrogates for their parents and grandparents. 
This is evident in their acute awareness of the suffering and indignities to which 
their patients are subjected. “I felt completely uncomfortable and horrified by 
how little emphasis was placed on how the patient felt”; “When the patient did 
come back she was crying and I had to sit with her in a private room”; “She was 
a nice woman, who had never been to see a doctor before and was terrified of 
undergoing the procedure”; and, “When I arrived in the morning, her wrists had 
been cuffed to the bed, she was struggling, her eyes were wide open, filled with 
tears and she looked panicked and scared.” The students particularly gravitated 
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to patients whom others considered annoying or troublesome. Thus, “If we do 
spend time with the patients that we might think are annoying, we might find 
out something about them, that, you know, helps us understand where they’re 
coming from.”

Students at this stage of training do not describe patients as reified objects, 
vessels bearing diseases or depersonalized data points—rather, they refer to “my 
patient,” exemplifying both an interpersonal bond and a personal responsibility, 
as in, “But he was my patient, and I really liked him, and I spent a lot of time with 
him.” Yet, concurrently, students are being taught and expected to demonstrate 
the language and rhetorical norms of the clinical case presentation, with its passive 
voice and third-party denotations (Lingard and Haber 1999; Schryer, Lingard, 
and Spafford 2005). A woman suffering from the angst and living the shattered 
life story of an ongoing miscarriage is transmogrified into a “thirty-year-old preg-
nant female of eight weeks’ gestation who presents with a complaint of bleeding 
per vagina.” Similarly, the administrative demands of the electronic health record 
render the person into entries in preformed data slots and pixels of imaging in-
formation (Wear 2009). There is no room for the words of the patient, indices of 
her suffering, the concerns of her family, let alone the fears and anxieties of her 
attendant medical student. The student is situated between seemingly disparate 
identities, or two faces of an evolving identity. The student identifies with the 
patient with a sense of kinship that amounts to vicariously experiencing slights 
or affronts to the patient. Nonetheless, the expectations of the teachers, both 
overt and unarticulated, are for students to assume the persona of the objective, 
detached, evidence-driven clinician. Students will respond to reinforcement that 
rewards efficiency and brevity yet suppresses creativity and independence (Web-
ster et al. 2015). Thus, students are entangled in a web of cognitive dissonance 
and moral distress (Thomas and McCullough 2015). This is a dark liminality that 
is threatening rather than hopeful and that may be laced with a sinking feeling of 
an infelicitous choice of career (Turner 1967).

Joining the Club

The students’ stories detail their strong affective responses, both positive and 
disturbing, to their experiences in the clinical environment. They are excited 
to learn new things—“Wow! We can actually do those things” and “I eagerly 
walked into the room”—and they admire physicians who meet or surpass their 
idealized norms (“He is doing a really great job”; “I just thought that was really, 
really nice of her”; “The residents and I were in complete awe”; and “respect 
from a staff member.”) In all these instances, the events that left strong impres-
sions invariably involved the regard and attentiveness of attending physicians or 
residents for and to their patients. The students’ emotional reactions to behaviors 
that they thought to be inappropriate and in breach of norms of conduct were 
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even more intense. Specific examples include, “It’s just horrible”; “I just felt sick 
. . . The rest was a horrifying, embarrassed blur . . . Dumbstruck”; “I felt com-
pletely uncomfortable and horrified”; “It’s extremely dangerous”; and “Another 
part of me was very troubled.”

The deep concerns and affinity that the students express towards their patients 
may in part explain the intensity of the emotions they describe. There may be, 
however, an added factor, rooted in the students’ own goals and ideals. Becoming 
a physician includes admission to a special club, a guild, or a family. Member-
ship entails certain privileges and responsibilities and is celebrated and marked 
by graduation oaths, solemn commitments, and white coat ceremonies. Young 
students first entering the clinical environment as learners are understandably 
happy and eager at the prospect of entering the clinical club. They describe their 
initiation as a rite of passage—for example, “After a few days, I got into it, and 
got to know the patients,” and “even knew how the system worked.” They 
learn not only how to use a stethoscope but also how to wear a stethoscope on 
a particular clinical service. They wish to learn and abide by the secret code of 
medical Masonic regalia.

One student expressed how she “was very proud of myself” at preparing a 
discharge summary, and she expressed chagrin when her contribution was ig-
nored: “I sent it off. And to this day, no-one has ever looked at it.” Another 
described an encounter with the family of a patient for whom she was providing 
care: “And then the family asked me: ‘Oh, you must be the big boss on the floor, 
right? You’re the staff?’” Finally, membership in the club can offer protection for 
a physician whose attitudes are not appropriate so that “he just gets away with it 
because he is well looked upon amongst the staff members.”

Why then do we find the strong negative reactions and the attendant words, 
“horrible,” “dangerous,” and “troubled”? I submit that this reflects a realization, 
by at least some students, that the clinical club and some of its members may 
not live up to their aspirational imaginations. Is this a club they truly wish to 
join? Or perhaps, are they the problem, and not the current membership? This 
crisis of identity may be attributed to several sources of chagrin and disappoint-
ment. Rosenthal and Verghese (2016) point out that “Medical students entering 
the wards for the first time recognize a dysjunction (sic), seeing that physicians’ 
work has less to do with patients than they had imagined” (1814). In fact, they 
may spend far more time learning the intricacies of the electronic health record 
and the exigencies of the hospital bureaucracy than honing the clinical skills 
they learned in simulation centers. Treadway and Chatterjee (2011) note “how 
vulnerable students are to the influence of behavior that contradicts their belief 
systems” (1191). They point out further that “It is not obvious to students that 
the beliefs and ideas with which they entered schools still apply” (1191). These 
students are then at risk for various tensions and confusions. Are their own beliefs 
misguided and wrongheaded in light of the behaviors they witness from some 
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of their teachers? Or are they unsuited to admission to the clinical club because 
their instincts are not those desired in a true acolyte? Have they perhaps chosen 
the wrong career? They may feel that they face a difficult dilemma: must they 
abandon both their ideals and their patients to join the clinical club (O’Donnell 
2015)? In other words, what is the price of admission, and what do they stand to 
lose upon entry?

Three Narratives

The following three stories presented in full more effectively illustrate the tone 
and full array of concerns of the students. Two describe difficult events that 
proved troubling and deeply concerning to the students who witnessed them. A 
third is an example of the impact of strong role modeling and mentorship.

The first of the three is “Daily Discharges”:1

We had a patient who had come in and had, you know, a very complicated 
story, and eventually the team decided that she was ready to leave, like that she 
was ready for a discharge. The patient refused to leave and our senior resident 
was like, “Oh she’s crazy, just kick her out.” Like go ahead and just kick her 
out, like call security if you need to. It took the medical students going in there 
and explaining things to her to get her comfortable to leave. She just felt un-
comfortable to leave. We had a change of team, nobody explained anything to 
her, why she was now safe to leave and it was one of those things that if some-
body didn’t explain it to her she would have just been code whited and kicked 
out. It’s just horrible.

The students involved in the ward team appreciate that the instructions of the 
resident are inappropriate and they do not wish to comply. In this instance, they 
are able to deal with the moral dilemma by doing what no else had thought 
necessary, that is, meeting and talking with the patient. The students, likely be-
cause of a stronger relationship with the patient, are better able to understand the 
concerns of the patient and provide the requisite information and reassurance. It 
is not clear whether they understood their actions to be “medical” in nature, so 
they might believe that they “simply talked” to the patient. Nonetheless, the nar-
rator’s word choices and the emotional response of horrible betray the underlying 
anger and concern. It may also be a response to the felt disregard for patients and 
for the students, who are their advocates.

The second story, “Behind Closed Doors,” is narrated by a student who is far 
less certain about what she has witnessed and is left with troubled thoughts for 
many days and weeks, perhaps even longer:

1The indicated titles were chosen by the author as mnemonics for the narratives. They are not those of 
the narrators, nor do they denote an analytic conclusion.
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Once I was shadowing a specialist, in his outpatient clinic, and with our first 
patient I was so surprised to see how great he was with the patient. He would 
listen to them attentively, he wouldn’t interrupt them, very empathetic and the 
patient loved him. It was very nice to see. But once the patient left the room he 
would close the door and turn to me and started lashing out about the patient, 
saying stuff like “She was a crazy bitch” and like things on that level that were 
very very offensive. I have to admit that I did laugh because he was very hu-
morous and it was hard not to laugh. But, another part of me was very troubled 
because I’m like “How can a guy that seems so nice, be so mean when he clos-
es the door?” But another part of me was like “Well, is it that bad if the patient 
doesn’t know what he is saying behind closed doors?” For a long time, I had a 
lot of troubled thoughts about that specialist.

This particular story is also referred to as “Jekyll and Hyde,” to describe the cli-
nician whose behavior in the presence of the patient is exemplary, yet is termed 
offensive by the student once the patient leaves. The student experiences a 
gamut of emotions. First is surprise at encountering a teacher who is “great” 
in the clinical encounter. One might hope that examples of good clinical skills 
would not come as a surprise, but this seems to be the case, in this and other 
stories. The contrast, once the patient has left, is all the more dramatic. It seems 
likely that the word offensive describes not only the choice of language vis à vis 
the absent patient, but also the reactions of the student. She finds the words of 
the clinician inappropriate but, against her own better judgment, she catches 
herself laughing and is faced with a moral dilemma that leads to many tensions 
and “troubled thoughts.” The abrupt turnabout of behavior leads the student to 
question whether her judgment of a “great” specialist was based on a mispercep-
tion. Whom can she now believe and trust? What is the role of humor in the 
clinical setting (Lingard 2013), and does it matter if the patient does not witness 
the offensive speech? And certainly, the implicit question contained in the final 
comment is “Will I behave like that specialist in my own career?” All in all, this 
narrative conveys a learning experience that leaves the student confused, trou-
bled, and perhaps disillusioned and disrespected.

The final narrative “Simple and Powerful,” serves as a counterpoint, as it 
demonstrates the considerable impact of simple humanity:

When we went to see the patient he was almost completely supine. His head 
was slightly elevated and he had a tray of some remnants of food on it, but it 
was half off of him, it was almost falling off the bed and food covered his body. 
And there was cottage cheese smothered over around his mouth . . . and he was 
in the midst of trying to spoon-feed himself cottage cheese but he had a signifi-
cant tremor and the staff turned to me and he goes “no.” And he goes and starts 
to clean him off. He puts whatever remnants of food was left that was on the 
bed onto his tray, put the tray in a secure place on the bed and, while he was 
introducing us, he is cleaning his face and he continues to spoon-feed the rest 
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of the cottage cheese. So, he turns to me and he goes “This is unacceptable.” 
He was horrified, he was so angry in that moment but he kept reserved, at least 
in front of me and the patient. And, you know, he told me later that that’s why 
he went into geriatrics and he’s so affected, he goes “I would never want my 
father to look like that and you wouldn’t imagine your father looking like that 
and be treated like that” and it was just . . . he was a lovely, lovely man and in 
that moment I was upset but felt thankful for witnessing something like that . . 
. because I never saw such respect from a staff member, which is sad to say after 
my three and a half years, towards a patient and I said from that day on that “I 
want to be like that.”

The role model’s enactment of “respect . . . towards a patient” in this instance 
moves the student. The student’s own sense of what is meaningful in medicine 
and her anger at the condition of the patient is consonant with what she witnesses 
in her mentor. The patient is regarded and treated as a member of the clinician’s 
family, and the student now wishes to join her role model’s professional fami-
ly. Respect for the patient also extends to mutual regard between teacher and 
student, demonstrating the pedagogical triangle that is at the heart of clinical 
teaching and learning (Boudreau, Cassell, and Fuks 2018). What’s more, the most 
impressive events for the students were not demonstrations of technical exper-
tise or diagnostic acumen. Rather, simple, humane clinical behavior reflects the 
student’s own ideals, captures the imagination, and validates the choice of career. 
Finally, after more than three years of training, there appears the promise of a club 
the student wishes to join that may have until then been an ephemeral dream.

Moral Distress

The construct of moral distress has been well described in the literature on nurs-
ing education and practice and involves a situation in which a caregiver “believes 
he or she knows the morally correct response to a situation, but cannot act be-
cause of hierarchical or institutional constraints” (Lomis, Carpenter, and Miller 
2009, 107). A seminal paper by Jameton (1984) notes the “painful feelings and/
or psychological disequilibrium” that characterize moral distress (382, as cited by 
Thomas and McCullough 2015, 103). Such episodes lead to anger, sadness, and 
anxiety, especially if there is little support or opportunity to share the experi-
ences. This is especially significant when the context involves an unequal power 
hierarchy, as is the case for these medical students. Indeed, it may be the case that 
such events for medical students are more complex than those described in the 
nursing literature: in most instances, nurses know what ought to be done and 
are constrained by physicians or the institution more generally, leading to moral 
distress. For medical students, their relative inexperience may raise doubts as to 
the proper course of action, and the uncertainty may enhance the disequilibrium. 
More significantly, they are often being assessed by the very persons whose be-
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haviors they question, constraining their ability to act. Finally, nurses may view 
physicians as adversarial, but students must see them as role models and future 
colleagues.

All these factors may exacerbate the anger and anxiety and help explain the 
affective dimensions of the narrated tales. Kelly (1998) notes that moral integrity 
entails “preserving self and identity” and constitutes an “attempt to maintain a 
professional identity” (1137, 1141). It helps maintain a “sense of self-worth” and 
“is relational, in that it is sustained only by healthcare professionals working to-
gether” (Thomas and McCullough 2015, 110). Moral distress is of course highly 
relevant to medical students, whose professional identities are nascent and fragile 
at these early stages of training. Finally of interest is the finding by Monrouxe and 
others (2015) that moral distress increases with “repeated occurrences of situa-
tions that could not be justified for their learning. These events included breaches 
of both patient and student safety and dignity” (9). Repeated exposure may not 
lead to “habituation,” but rather to increased “disturbance” (7, 9). This phenom-
enon of disturbance could explain in part the anger and frustration evident in the 
stories describing witnessed incidents of morally fraught actions and behaviors 
detrimental to the welfare of patients (Rees, Monrouxe, and MacDonald 2013).

The Transparent Curriculum

Following work by Hafferty on the hidden curriculum (Hafferty 1998; Hafferty 
and Franks 1994), Wear and Skillicorn (2009) define the “informal curriculum” 
as “much of what occurs in clinical settings—the opportunistic, idiosyncratic, 
pop-up and often unplanned instruction” (452) and describe it as the context for 
the engagement between teachers and trainees. The relevant elements include, 
inter alia, the behavior of role models, especially teachers in the clinical environ-
ment; the hierarchy of caregivers and their capacity to work as a team; attitudes 
and respect for patients and families evident in the behavior of residents and at-
tending staff; opportunities for guided and reflective learning; and the institution-
al responses to instances of inappropriate supervision and harassment of students 
by teachers and staff. While medical school leaders and teachers have acclimatized 
to the clinical environment and come to “unsee” many features of the informal 
curriculum (Taylor and Wendland 2015), the evidence from the stories reported 
in this paper suggests that they are very evident to medical students. Indeed, this 
informal curriculum exerts a powerful and overt influence on the minds of the 
students who experience it as rather transparent, and hardly cryptic. The students 
are extraordinarily sensitive to the context of learning and those whom they 
encounter, and they remember them well, while their teachers remain generally 
unaware of what their students witness in the classroom and the clinic.

What these stories unearth for us is the informal curriculum that “hides in the 
gap between the ideal and the real practice of medicine” (Taylor and Wendland 
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2015, 60). It is inevitable that there will always be some distance between ideal-
ized descriptions, formulaic prescriptions, and what is preached, on the one hand, 
and actualized realities and real-world practice, on the other. Many of the slip-
pages from the former to the latter are simply a matter of heuristics, pragmatics, 
and innocent corner-cutting in the name and interest of efficiency. However, too 
many discrepancies, as illustrated in some of the narratives, are the consequence 
of coarsened, inappropriate behaviors. An important challenge for students is 
learning to distinguish between the two phenomena. They must learn that “how 
things work around here” may enhance patient care and represent an appropri-
ate norm of the clinical club (Hafferty and O’Donnell 2015, 238), while other 
behaviors are morally and clinically wrong. All too often, the students are left to 
learn the distinctions on their own, without the guidance of mentors and role 
models (Treadway and Chatterjee 2011, 1192, citing Renée Fox). Concurrently, 
the students must avoid the slippery slope along which unacceptable behavior 
becomes normalized and no longer recognized or seen as such.

Two final points merit examination. First, the egregious acts described by the 
students were perpetrated by clinicians who were themselves once medical stu-
dents. What happens to transform an idealistic student into a coarsened clinician? 
To understand this devolution is a challenge for medical educators, thoughtful 
caregivers, and other students of medical education.

Second, some educators, particularly those who bemoan the hidden and infor-
mal curricula, suggest that the answer to the cryptic influences is to unveil what 
is hidden and to formalize what is informal (Hodges and Kuper 2015; Lawrence 
et al. 2017). This represents a misunderstanding of the problem. These curricular 
corollaries to the formal curriculum cannot be eliminated—they exist of neces-
sity. Further, students are well aware of their existence and impact (MacLeod 
2014; Wear and Skillicorn 2009). What is however imperative is for teachers, 
educators, and medical school leaders to understand the informal curriculum as a 
lived reality, not simply as a theoretical construct. They must join their students 
in acknowledging, understanding, and dealing with positive as well as inappro-
priate models and egregious behaviors. They must validate the genuine concerns 
of students and trainees and engage in communal reflections to provide guidance, 
counsel, and mentorship. What may once have been the norm and taken for 
granted by clinicians, students, and even patients is no longer acceptable or toler-
able, let alone appropriate for emulation (Warraich 2018).

The students’ stories present a challenge to an outmoded ethos, which made 
possible an authoritarian barrier to appropriate interpersonal engagements amongst 
caregivers, students, and patients enmeshed in the pedagogical and clinical nexus 
(Hafferty and O’Donnell 2015). The narratives illuminate the informal curricu-
lum, testify to its transparency, and demand our responses. Our ongoing work on 
professionalism, physicianship, and pedagogy makes it clear that we must attend 
to these nascent physicians, understand the lived realities of the clinical learning 
environment, and help them shape their desired futures.
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